Her Sister (Search For Love Series Book 7)
From USA Today Bestselling Author Karen Rose Smith, enjoy the 7th book in the Search For Love paranormal contemporary romance series! When Clare Thaddeus' sister was abducted, she was five and her family fell apart. Now, twenty-seven years later, there's a chance Lynnie could still be alive! Divorced parents, a rebellious daughter, and a devoted sister find their lives in turmoil once again. This time, will crisis tear them apart or will forgotten love knit them together once more? The Search for Love romance series includes: Nathan's Vow, Jake's Bride, Always Devoted, Always Her Cowboy, Heartfire, Cassidy's Cowboy, Her Sister, The Wedding Promise, Forever in Her Eyes.

**Synopsis**

How an incident can either bring a family closer or completely destroy their home life is at the heart of the seventh book in the Search For Love series by the always talented Karen Rose Smith. Three generations of women go through traumatic situations at different times, and the choices they make in an instant can have lasting effects on a number of lives for years to come. After the younger sister of Clare Thaddeus was taken from their home and did not ever return, her life was never the same. Her parents eventually got a divorce, and she was rather unruly during her teenage years. Now a single mother with a defiant sixteen-year-old daughter, Clare wishes for more harmony in her life but...
sadly does not believe things will change anytime soon. When word is received that a lead has surfaced and her missing sister could perhaps be living in another city, Clare wonders how this will affect not only her parents but her own life as well. Each family member handles this shocking disclosure in a different way. The lack of communication puts much distance between them, and Clare can only hope they will find a way to support each other as they get more facts. Regardless of the storyline, Karen Rose Smith constantly delves into the lives of her characters and concentrates on their feelings. Although there may be plenty of stressful predicaments and sometimes a positive outcome seems doubtful, Ms. Smith manages to offer a glimmer of hope in often creative ways. HER SISTER is filled with family drama, and the emotional behavior of the characters is realistically depicted time and again. The members of the Thaddeus family have definitely had more than their share of challenging events that required them to make exceedingly crucial decisions on several occasions.

Her Sister by Karen Rose Smith is a 2013 publication. Wow! I don’t know what I was expecting when I started this book, but I never imagined it would be this emotional. Max, Amanda, Lynnie, and Clare were an adorable family until out of the blue, Lynnie is kidnapped | Now, as an adult, Clare still blames herself for the kidnapping, thinking it was her job to take care of her sister. At seventeen Clare became an unwed mother and raised her daughter, Shara alone. Her parents are divorced now and the chasm between them on an emotional level has only deepened over time. But a series of events will awaken them from their slumber, and cause them all to take a good long look at their lives. When a lead opens up that gives Max and Amanda hope they may finally be reunited with Lynnie, they are cautiously optimistic. But, just as this shocking news begins to sink in, Shara disappears amid a spate of mother/daughter tug of war matches. It is presumed she has run away, but Clare fears it’s like Lynnie all over again. Will Lynnie finally reappear into their lives? Will they find Shara before it’s too late? This story packs a powerful punch, opening up several avenues of thought. I can’t imagine losing a child the way Max and Amanda did, but how they coped with that loss shut Clare out of their lives, collectively and individually. Clare acted out as a result, made mistakes, and lived with the consequences. But, it looks like history may repeat itself with her own daughter, which brings out a flood of emotions in Clare, causing her to really come down hard on herself. With online predators running rampant on the internet, the threats parents face today are terrifying.
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